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               pecification for V1 Keyboard and Mouse Set 

 

V1 (Mechanical Wrangler) is a professional keyboard and mouse set for 

game with the following features: 

1. The keyboard panel is made of aviation-level aluminum alloy with the 

metal wiredrawing to improve the appearance; it is surrounded by 

CNC polishing with well-designed detail; 

2. The key adopts two-color injection molding process to avoid wear and 

keep the good light transmission; 

3. Its light is even, soft, not glare with various light modes for selecting; 

4. The keyboard supports special matrix for fixed 19-key with no conflict; 

5. The mouse button adopts the injection (skin type) process, while the 

side button uses the plating process; the mouse DPI has four 

adjustment to meet the needs of different games; 

 

I.Introduction to multimedia functions: 

FN+F1         Media                          FN+F7                  Play/pause 

FN+F2         Volume-                      FN+F8                  NextTrack 

FN+F3         Volume+                     FN+F9                  Mail 

FN+F4         Mute                            FN+F10                www web                

FN+F5         CD stop                       FN+F11                KeyLock 

 

 

 

II. Light Function Introduction: 

The backlight is controllable that it can make cyclically switch between 

different colors through LED; 
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Breath: Start breath through the FN+LED button, and adjust the speed by 

FN+“-”/FN+”+”; 

Return Adjustment: FN+Q adjusts the button resend speed 

 

III.Specification: 

keyboard: 

Size: 468*170*36mm 

Weight: 965g±5g 

Number of  keys:104 

Key service life:10000000cycles 

Connection:USB 

mouse: 

Size: 133*73*40mm 

Weight:117g 

DPI：800-1600-2400-3200 

Lighting effects: Seven colors breathe automatically 

 

IIII.Special Features Introduction: 

1. Special Matrix: Click 19 keys at the same time without conflict. 

2. ”W/A/S/D“and ” “↑(UP)”/ “↓(Down)”/“←(Left)”/”(Righ t)→; You 

can switch positions with each other; And the way to do that is:FN+W. 

3. Lock Function: lock WIN with FN + WIN + L Press FN+WIN+L 

simultaneously to lock WIN and APP, then press to unlock, 

accompanying by LED instructions. 

 

V. Note: 
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1. When “W/A/S/D” or “↑”/“Down”/“←(Left)”/”(Righ t)→ do not match 

the function, it refers that these buttons are switchable instead of a 

broken keyboard, You can reply through FN+W. 

2. The keyboard light is power off, you can check whether the keyboard 

typing function works normally, if the other functions are normal 

with only the light out, this means the light is turned off or adjusted 

to the darkest instead of a broken keyboard, you can reset by the 

FN+PGUP. 

3. The keyboard light is always on and some buttons does not work, in 

this case, the keyboard may be locked, it can be unlocked by FN + 

WIN + L. 

 

VI. Compliance with safety regulations: 

    1. Conform: FCC  CE  KC 

    2. Execution standard: 

        keyboard:GB/T14081-2010 

        mouse:GB/T26245-2010 


